
 

  

Chapter Eight 

 

 

Discussion  

The God Who Rules and Reveals 

2. CONTEXT 

The Ram and the Goat 

This vision is unlike 

others in Daniel, for it 

names kingdoms 

explicitly. The ram 

represents Persia and the 

goat represents Greece. 

History records that 

Persia’s empire stretched 

westward to the 

Mediterranean Sea 

conquering Babylon and 

Syria and even agitating 

Greece. It also took 

control as far North as 

the Caspian Sea region 

(including Armenia and 

Scythia) and as far South 

as Egypt and Ethiopia. 

Greece, led by Alexander 

the Great (356-323 BC), 

came at the Persian 

empire strongly and 

swiftly (see Dan. 8:5-6). 

Alexander had conquered 

the entire Persian empire 

by the time he was 25 

years old (331 BC). At it’s 

peak, this empire was 1.5 

million sqare miles. But 

just as quickly as he 

dominated, he died of 

fever at age 32 (see 

Dan. 8:8).2 

1. INTRODUCTION 
As in the case of chapter 7, the vision of chapter 8 came to Daniel in the time of 

Belshazzar, Babylon’s last ruler (5:30-31). Thus, Daniel would have been well 

prepared to stand before Belshazzar on the day of Babylon’s end. Though there are 

difficult details contained, its interpretation is basically clear. The Persian empire will 

replace Babylon, and Greece will supplant Persia. This vision complements the 

visions of chapters 2 and 7, giving us the names of the next two kingdoms.1 The 

purpose of these visions is not only to reveal to Daniel what will take place but also 

to provide comfort for him and the rest of the exiles in light of frightening times 

ahead.  

As we study these visions and the particular ways they have been fulfilled in history, 

we should gain a deeper understanding of God’s care for his people in the midst of 

chaos and confusion. The reality that he would reveal these things before they 

happened is evidence that he wants his people to be ready for what is coming. He 

wants us to maintain our trust in him as the God who can reveal the future because 

he rules over the future.  
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3. DISCUSSION 
 
Read Daniel 8:1-14. The Vision 
 
Why might Daniel feel the need to be so detailed about where and 
when he had this vision (vv1-2)? 
 
 
 
 
What characteristics does Daniel use to describe the Ram (vv3-5)? 
The Goat (vv6-8)? 
 
 
 
 
 

1. Remember that these kingdoms were portrayed as silver and bronze in ch.2 and the bear and the 
leopard in ch. 7. 
2. Stephen R. Miller, Daniel NAC (Nashville: B&H Publishing, 1994), 224-25. 



 

Daniel did not fight when the Babylonians captured him or object to serving a pagan king. He didn’t even resist his 

name change (though it wasl slight against the LORD). His confidence was in God. He trusted that God had placed him 

in Babylon for a purpose, though he likely did not know that purpose. Yet, Daniel did object to certain things that 

would have caused him to blend in with the culture of Babylon. He did not give in when the culture enticed him with 

comfort and ease. 
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4. CONTEXT 

Antiochus IV 
 

Most scholoars agree 
that the “king of bold 

face” in Daniel 8:23 is the 
Greek ruler Antiochus IV 
of Syria, who ruled from 
about 175-164 BC. Verse 

22 likely attributes his 
rise to power to satanic 
influence. According to 

history, he was a ruthless 
leader who brutally 

persecuted and 
murdered the Jewish 

people (8:10-12, 24). He 
was very clever, using 

deceit to gain power and 
he thought of himself as 
a representaton of deity 

(8:25). 
 

“Prince of Princes” 
(See 8:25) 

 
 This phrase refers to God 
himself. The terms used 
in 8:10-11 are heavenly 

language used to 
symbolize God’s people.3  
In 170 BC, a high priest 

named Menelaus 
(appointed by Antiochus) 

murdered the former 
high priest Onias III 

(8:12). Antiochus ended 
the Jewish sacrifices for 
an extended period of 

time (see 8:11-14).4 
Antiochus rose up against 
God by forbidding Jewish 

worship of God and 
desecrating the Jewish  

temple with an image of 
Zues (167 BC).4 

5. DISCUSSION 
 
Read Daniel 8:15-27. The Meaning 

For Daniel, the news that the Temple would be desecrated and 

worship of God would cease was utterly appalling (v27). What does 

this say about how we should view the worship of God? 

 

 

Compared to other chapters in Daniel that we have studied, chapter 

8 seems hopeless. What glimmers of hope (confidence) can we find 

in this chapter? 

 

 

 

 
6. APPLICATION 

Daniel received a vision that foretold of dark and dangerous days 

ahead for God’s people. Yet, the fact that God reveals the future to 

Daniel tells us that God cares about his people and how they respond 

to hard times. The LORD uses persecution and suffering to purify and 

strengthen his people (see 1 Peter 1:6-9). In these times, we are 

called to trust in the God who rules and reveals the future. And 

because God has made good on his promises in the past he can be 

trusted to fulfill every promise for the future. In fact, Jesus is the 

fulfillment of every promise of God (2 Cor. 1:20-22). Jesus’ death and 

resurrection have secured the future of all who trust in him (see Eph. 

1:11-14). 

3. See James M. Hamilton, With the Clouds of Heaven: the Book of Daniel in biblical theology (Downers 
Grove: IVP, 2014), 96. He links “host” with Joshua 5:14 and “stars” with Genesis 15:5 and 22:7.  
4. It could be 2300 days (little over 6 years) if the “evenings and mornings” refer to actual days. Or, it 
could refer to the morning and evening sacrifices, which would come to 1150 days (little over 3 years). 
4. Miller, 230. 

Connecting the Psalms 
Both Psalm 73 and 74 are poetic expressions of what Daniel and the 
rest of God’s people might feel in times of intense persecution and 
blasphemy. These writings remind us that life is hard, but God will 
make everything right in the end. Therefore, we must persevere 
through faith in his promise and provision.  


